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Abstract—In the paper, a novel two level algorithm of time
series change detection is presented. In the first level, to identify non-stationary sequences in processed signals preliminary
detection of events is performed with short-term prediction
comparison. In the second stage, to confirm changes detected
in first level a unique changes similarity method is employed.
Detection of changes in non-stationary time series is discussed,
implemented algorithms are described and results produced on
exemplary four financial time series are showed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
NFORMATION on changes in analysed time series is
relevant to detect alarm situations, in particular, when
signals are processed in real-time systems. Implementation of
dedicated algorithms to event detection from non-stationary
time series requires considering many factors, such as statistical and frequency-domain data characterisation, different type
of short- and long-term changes, time lags between events
or sampling frequency. Results given with such algorithms
are helpful in advanced data analysis, prediction and finally—
decision making process.
Our research are aimed at advanced algorithms of time
series change detection, based on statistical approach, signal analysis [4] and employing immune paradigm to
event detection support [15]. In particular, we proposed
a method to gain information on early symptoms of significant changes by analysis of short-term prediction efficiency [14], [16], [13], [15] through comparison between zeroorder-prediction (ZOP)/zero-order-hold (ZOH) model [1] and
adaptive Holt predictor [9]. Proposed method is suitable for
a particular type of changes in signals, for example occur
in financial time series which consist of many non–random
components. We also showed that application of artificial
immune systems techniques [8], [21] is a way to improve event
detection and thus prediction efficiency (especially prediction
error variance). In the paper [15] we proposed original idea
of implementation immune based approach to early detection
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of significant changes in time series (long term changes of
mean value), where detection is decomposed into two stages:
fast detection of nonselfs (employing fast statistical and prediction procedures) and then more accurate (and more time–
consuming) recognition of the nonself type and the system
recovery. In the papers [15], [18], [17] an improvement of
this idea aimed at long term event detection were described.
The aim of this paper is to provide detection method of
changes in diagnostic signals to early detection of emergency
situations. It has been designed for monitoring a set of diagnostic signals (medical, technical, financial ones) to capture
differences, i.e. unusual behavior of selected signal (process
variables). Such solution may be implemented as detector
of rapid changes in signal (for example alarm situations as
dangerous changes of technical process temperature, liquid
pressure) or exceeding the threshold valued of process limitations (technology losses minimisation).
We present and analyse two-level algorithm of change
detection in time series, based on simultaneous processing
of two time series of fixed length in a moving window, to
capture unique changes—which occur only in one of two
processed diagnostic signals, i.e. are not results of the same
external factors. In the first stage, preliminary detection of
events is performed with one-step-ahead prediction comparison given with methods dedicated to stationary or nonstationary data [19], [1], [13]. In the second stage, to confirm
changes detected in first level, a unique changes similarity
method is employed.
Proposed event detector is tested on financial time series—
stochastic processes with unknown random inputs, which are
hard-predictable and difficult to perform reliable statistical
analysis, compared to technical ones. Therefore, efficient event
detection in financial ones with proposed algorithm will indicate its applicability to technical time series (as a starting point
for further implementation and adjustment in order to detect
well-defined, specific changes).
In this paper, we describe the detection algorithm as a
part of large detectors set capable of—through two signals
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concurrent processing—handling possible event patterns in
processed time series. Such idea can be further developed
as an autonomous event detector and implemented as one
component (e.g. agent) of available set supervised by Tlymphocyte (immune-like event detector [15]).

II. E VENT DETECTION FROM

TIME SERIES

Event detection from time series is aimed at identifying
short and long term periods of uncommon series behaviour,
analysed in moving window, to detect a change in stationarity due to random external factors. Event detection task
may be viewed as finding corresponding probability distribution [13], [14], [16] or as unsupervised classification task (oneclass classification) where one may describe only one class
and a method to distinguish between possible object (decision
boundary between normal and anomaly class) with appropriate
(training set tested) mapping function [19].
Considering long-term signal changes, detection of shortterm "announcing" events may be a way to perform faster
computation compared to classical, but robust statistical procedures of long-term changes detection. Such events may
precede statistical properties changes in processed series and
generate the need of adjust of assumed analysis window width,
i.e. change of detection delay thus probabilities of false alarm
and undetected events [12].
An implementation of given algorithmic method depends
on input data properties (statistical, frequency, dimensionality, completeness), attributes of events (amplitude, duration,
periodicity, applicability, coincidence, delay) or permissible
detection error. Many algorithms require adjusting parameters
and signals selection to specific conditions of dataset. In
practice, usually the most important is appropriate selection
of classification algorithm which directly affects the detection
reliability and a possibility of implementation for heterogeneous data sets.
An application of a detection method suitable for dataset
requires is to find specific attributes of events and the use
of dependencies between processed signals and occurring
events (often delayed). To achieve this aim, a number of
methods can be exploited to time series quantitative analyses,
such as analysis of the frequency of events [10], analysis of
trends, patterns and characteristics similarity [12] or statistical
methods for testing deviants and outliers, algorithms based on
neural networks, genetic algorithms [11] and other data mining
techniques applied to event detection from time series [7], [10],
including methods based on similarity measures, in particular
distance ones [22]. However, reliable results produced by
such algorithms usually depend on length of series or learning [15] and highly accurate estimation of parameters such
as mean value, information about trend, dynamics parameters
and random component dispersion—which are an input for
statistical tests [20]. In this paper we focus on methods based
on similarity measures and signal analysis.

Fig. 1.

A block diagram of unique changes similarity algorithm.

III. A

UNIQUE CHANGES SIMILARITY METHOD

Considering event detection from one time series, unusual behavior (non-stationarity) may be recognised as abrupt
changes of mean value (visible as deviations exceeding fixed
threshold), sequences of changes (of the same or different
signs) or patterns understood as specific configuration of deviations. Considering a pair of time series, original (unique) event
detection may be viewed as a selection of events occurring
only in one processed dataset. To capture such events we
propose distance-based similarity measures [5] applying in a
moving window.
One of novel measures, designed and developed for a particular problem is an unique changes similarity method (distancelike one), first mentioned in our earlier papers [5], [17],
denoted as method U and measure dU . It is dedicated to
identify unique changes which are considered as sequences
of deviations of the same sign with different sequence length
(1,2,...,N ) exceeding an arbitrary fixed threshold—ρU in two
processed diagnostic signals of the length N (constant moving
window width N is assumed).
The goal is to calculate a similarity coefficient—distance
measure dU (see equations 1–3) based on counting of sequences of fixed length (subsequences of different length or
signs are treated as different ones). A block diagram of such
detection for one sample (for assumed window width N ) is
shown in figure 1.
’Distance measure’ term is used instead of distance or metric because all required conditions related to formal definition
of metric are not satisfied, in particular symmetry condition.
To compute dU value three partial calculations are performed (eq. 1–3). Coincidence percentage of detected se-
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quences of deviations in analysed signals is calculated as:
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(1)

k=1

where Lks denotes a number of sequences of length k in series
s (x or y). To compute coefficient wp the following formula
is employed:
(2)
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Finally, distance measure dU is computed as:
dU = 1 − wpzg

(3)

Notice, in case of similar sequences in both series dU will
have 0 value (wpzg near 1). As threshold ρU value, standard
deviation in moving window or its multiplicity may be used,
however, arbitrary adjusting may be valuable.
To avoid an impact of time delay between events, for
instantaneous values of computed distance measures dU , a
tolerance (denoted as Ltol ) is assumed as permissible delay
between analysed signals. For each time instant t, a number
(Ltol ) of distance measures dUn is calculated for time instants
n (n = t − Ltol + 1, . . . , t). Finally, dUn for which the lowest
value was obtained is taken as the measure dU between two
subseries for sample t.
IV. T WO - LEVEL CHANGE

DETECTION ALGORITHM

Proposed algorithm is designed to different types of diagnostic signals. We have chosen financial time series as difficult
ones to perform event detection or forecasting because of
existing many non-random components. Notice, that financial
time series are available from heterogeneous sources, however,
causal-consecutive dependencies between time-lagged events
are possible.
Proposed hybrid algorithm performs detection in two steps:
1) preliminary detection of short-tem non-stationarities in
signals;
2) unique changes detection with method U (see eq. 1–3).
Considering detection in the first level, we have chosen an
approach based on one-step-ahead prediction error comparison with methods efficient for stationary and non-stationary
data [14], [16], performed for both signals separately.
Autocorrelation of daily increments of typical financial time
series is statistically insignificant [3], thus during usual behavior no autocorrelation of daily returns may be expected [1].
The most efficient short-term prediction (the minimum variance error) is achievable by extrapolation of averaged returns [15], i.e. by the ZOP or ZOH model [1], [15]. To
predict non-stationary data, three-parameters adaptive Holt
method is employed (parameters α, β, γ adjusted for each
sample) [13], which is more flexible than classical one [9]. The
comparison allows to basic identification of non-stationarities,
i.e. non-random components (advantage Holt method over
ZOP/ZOH) in relatively short time and low computational
resources consumption.

Fig. 2. Examined financial time series - daily returns (one-day increments).

In the second level, two signals are taken to calculate
unique changes similarity measure (dU ) thus differences between found sequences of deviations. Finally, change in a
signal is found after non-stationarity confirmation with dU
value exceeding fixed threshold ρU . In this stage, only unique
(original), non-stationary sequences are selected (accuracy
depended on ρU ).
Detection schema described above provides a possibility of
minimizing false alarms as a result of identifying changes that
are, in fact, random fluctuations. In addition, proposed twolevel algorithm decrease computation time consuming which
through switching similarity detection method U for relatively
small amount of samples only.
V. C ALCULATION

RESULTS

Four financial time series, individual (Comarch) and aggregated (WIG20, Nikkei, Nasdaq), has been used as exemplary
dataset to analyse the proposed two-level detection algorithm.
We have chosen local (Comarch, WIG20) and global time
series (Nikkei, Nasdaq) from 2006–05–22 to 2010–05–14
(1040 samples).
Financial time series (see daily returns depicted in fig. 2)
represent stochastic processes with unknown random inputs
(in the simplest approach, such series can be considered as
Wiener processes). Acceptable detection results obtain on such
hard-predictable sequences of samples allow to assume that
proposed solution applied to diagnostic signals generated by
technical devices (which don’t contain many variable components) will result in more accurate event detection.
For each processed time series, subsequent samples were
taken to compute one-sample-ahead prediction with naive
method (level 1; exemplary results of preliminary detection
are shown in table I—for all analysed series non-stationarity
identified for about 5%) while distance measure dU was calculated in moving window of constant length N = 22 samples
(see fig. 1) between series 1 and 2 and in a reverse order
(because of asymmetry of dU measure mentioned above).
Processed signals were unified with standard deviation to
achieve comparable orders of magnitude.
In the example discussed in this paper, to provide detection
reliability, threshold sequence length was fixed to ρP C = 3.
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Fig. 3. Results of change detection for Comarch (1) and WIG20 (2)—
depicted with solid lines—with proposed two-level algorithm. Recognized
non-stationarity in series no.1 confirmed with dU1 denoted as ’cross’
(H1 /dU1 ) and dU2 —as ’dot’ (H1 /dU2 ); non–stationarity in series no.2 confirmed with dU1 —’asterisk’ (H2 /dU1 ) and dU2 —’circle’ (H2 /dU2 ); changes
H1 and H2 detected for the same samples—’square’ (H1/2 ), changes (H1/2 )
confirmed with dU1 —’dotted line’ and with dU2 —’dashed line’.

The main parameter of the second-stage detection level (ρU )
was set to 1 as an equivalent of signals standard deviation
after performed unification. Values of these parameters were
selected in an experimentally way (related to properties of four
analysed time series) to achieve the smallest number of false
alarms and undetected events.
Detection results produced with proposed two-level algorithm are depicted in figures 3–6 (with the sampled series in
the background). The figures show confirmations of changes
with short-term prediction comparison in the first level (denoted as H1 and H2 ) and distance measure dU in the second
level (eq. 1–3).
It may be seen in figures 3–6 that proposed method allows
to detect local changes (denoted as ’cross’, ’asterisk’, ’circle’
and ’dot’—see figure 3 caption), obtained with simple H1 or
H2 confirmation with method U, and long-term changes, i.e.
reversal in a trend (see vertical lines in fig. 3–6).
In the first case, a number of short-term changes were
detected correctly, however, false alarms were found for some
samples. Application of non-stationary detection confirmation
(level 1) significantly reduces overall number of detected
events (see table I and figures 3–6 caption).
In the second case, H1 and H2 changes are synchronised
(non–stationarities detected in one signal only are rejected),
which is illustrated as ’squares’ in figures 3–6, and then—
confirmed with dU1 or dU2 measure. This is relevant step to
eliminate false alarms.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Proposed two-level algorithm of change detection in time
series may be viewed as an inspiration for construction efficient detectors, adaptable to signal properties. It was found as
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Fig. 4. Results of change detection for Nasdaq (1) and Nikkei (2)—depicted
with solid lines—with proposed two-level algorithm. Description of symbols:
see fig. 3.
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Fig. 5. Results of change detection for Comarch (1) and Nasdaq (2)—
depicted with solid lines—with proposed two-level algorithm. Description of
symbols: see fig. 3.

a suitable for short- and especially long-term changes of mean
value through confirmation of non-stationary subsequences
of processed signal. Acceptable detection results obtained
on financial time series (stochastic processes with unknown
random inputs, with many non-random components) allow to
assume applicability end effectiveness for other types of time
series, in particular, diagnostic signals generated by technical
devices.
Calculation results presented in this paper show that to
achieve reliable detection of symptoms of rapid changes in
long-term trends in one processed time series, processing of
series set of the same class (in the paper—financial ones)
is valuable. Depending on the set (pair) of signals taken to
calculate distance measure, detected changes may occur for
different samples. This issue will be developed towards (1)
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TABLE I
E XEMPLARY RESULTS OF DETECTION OF NON - STATIONARY SUBSEQUENCES IN PROCESSED TIME SERIES
Time series (total number of samples: 1040)
Number of detected non-stationary subsequences
with one-step-ahead prediction comparison
Percentage
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Fig. 6. Results of change detection for WIG20 (1) and Nikkei(2)—depicted
with solid lines—with proposed two-level algorithm. Description of symbols:
see fig. 3.

events recognition and (2) forecasting for one selected (based)
signal through processing signals sets consist of many time
series datasets.
Further research will be focused on implementing and testing of the proposed solution for technical diagnostic signals,
especially processed in real-time systems. Studies will be
required on implementation and testing of similarity methods dedicated to specific changes and patterns appearing in
analysed signals, including time delays between events and
elimination of false alarms. Further improvement appears to
be obtained by modification of described distance measures
towards variable length of subsequences taken to compute
measure dU (to this aim, fuzzy logic rules may be employed).
Possibility of adjusting parameters (threshold values, window widths, etc.) seems to be a promising way for further
enhancement of the presented method which is suitable for
the idea of immune-based adaptive detection, in particular as
one of many detectors supervised by T-lymphocytes.
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